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Metasploit Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Penetration testing is one of the core aspects of network security in today's scenario. It involves a complete analysis of the system by implementing real-life security tests. It helps in identifying potential weaknesses in the system's major components which can occur either in its hardware or software. The reason which makes...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with C# 2010 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows C# developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your own...
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CSS3 Pushing the LimitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Push CSS3 and your design skills to the limit—and beyond!


	Representing an evolutionary leap forward for CSS, CSS3 is chock-full of new capabilities that dramatically expand the boundaries of what a styling language can do. But many of those new features remain undocumented, making it difficult to learn what they are...
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How to Work for an Idiot: Survive & Thrive-- Without Killing Your BossCareer Press, 2003

	For more than two decades, Dr. John Hoover has written books on leadership, creativity, and organizational performance, extolling the virtues of flattened organizations, collaborative leadership, and shared responsibility. His clients welcomed him, praised him...yet (he felt) completely ignored his advice! This book contains the confession of...
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Logic Pro X For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Crank your sound up to X with Apple's premier recording software and Logic Pro X For Dummies!


	Apple's Logic Pro X levels the playing field, making high-quality studio recordings accessible for any musician. It's a professional-level tool with a user-friendly interface and loads of new features to keep you...
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Learning Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Dynamic Access ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know Dynamic Access Control, you know how to take command of your organization's data for security and control. This book is a practical tutorial that will make you proficient in the main functions and extensions.


	Overview

	
		Understand the advantages of using Dynamic Access Control and how it...
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User Story Mapping: Discover the Whole Story, Build the Right ProductO'Reilly, 2014

	
		User story mapping is a valuable tool for software development, once you understand why and how to use it. This insightful book examines how this often misunderstood technique can help your team stay focused on users and their needs without getting lost in the enthusiasm for individual product features.

	
		Author Jeff...
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Software Systems for Astronomy (SpringerBriefs in Astronomy)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the use and development of software for astronomy. It describes the control systems used to point the telescope and operate its cameras and spectrographs, as well as the web-based tools used to plan those observations. In addition, the book also covers the analysis and archiving of astronomical data once it has been acquired....
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Arduino Robotics (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	This book will show you how to use your Arduino to control a variety of different robots, while providing step-by-step instructions on the entire robot building process. You'll learn Arduino basics as well as the characteristics of different types of motors used in robotics. You also discover controller methods and failsafe...
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Programming iOS 6O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Get a solid grounding in all the fundamentals of Cocoa Touch, and avoid problems during iPhone and iPad app development. With this revised and expanded edition, you’ll dig into Cocoa and learn how to work effectively with Objective-C and Xcode. This book covers iOS 6 in a rigorous, orderly fashion—ideal whether...
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Java Performance: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coding and testing are often considered separate areas of expertise. In this comprehensive guide, author and Java expert Scott Oaks takes the approach that anyone who works with Java should be equally adept at understanding how code behaves in the JVM, as well as the tunings likely to help its performance.

	
		You’ll...
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Deficit: Why Should I Care?Apress, 2011

	At the turn of this century, the American national debt stood at just under $6 trillion and the deficit at a "mere" $86 billion. Today, the national debt has topped $14 trillion, and the yearly deficit for 2011 is projected at a whopping $1.4 trillion.


	According to the U.S. Treasury Department's Annual...
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